
 
Moe Jonson’s 150+Ideas for at-home film-making projects: 

• Life in a Day: Document one entire day in your life, from the moment you wake up to when you go to bed. 
This helps in practicing continuity editing. 

• Silent Story: Create a short film without any dialogues, focusing solely on visuals and sound effects to tell a 
story. 

• Creative Constraints: Make a film using only one room of your house. This encourages resourcefulness and 
creativity in setting and narrative. 

• Recreate a Scene: Choose a favorite scene from a movie and attempt to recreate it shot-for-shot. This helps 
in studying camera angles, lighting, and mise-en-scène. 

• The 60-Second Documentary: Tell a true story or explore a subject in just one minute. Focus on tight 
editing and clear storytelling. 

• Inanimate Conversations: Use objects around your house to create characters and have them "interact." 
This project tests creativity and metaphorical thinking. 

• Memory Lane: Use old family photos or videos to craft a narrative or documentary about a particular family 
memory or history. 

• Experimental Film: Explore non-linear storytelling, unique camera angles, or other experimental techniques 
to tell a story. 

• The Letter: Write and film a visual letter to someone you care about. Combine voice-over with 
corresponding visuals. 

• Soundscapes: Focus on creating a strong atmosphere using just sound. Pair this soundscape with visuals 
that may or may not directly correlate. 

• One-Take Challenge: Tell a story in a single, unbroken shot. This will challenge planning, choreography, and 
camera movement skills. 

• Time-lapse Project: Record a process or event using time-lapse. This could be the blossoming of a plant, 
the setting of the sun, or even a room being tidied up. 

• Faux Commercial: Create a commercial for a fictional product or service, focusing on persuasion 
techniques. 

• Character Study: Focus on one character (a family member, friend, or even a pet) and create a short film 
that delves deep into their personality, habits, or daily life. 

• Stop Motion: Using objects or even drawing, create a stop-motion story. This will test patience and pay 
close attention to detail. 

• Mock News Report: Create a fictional news story. This can include interviews, 'on-the-spot' reports, and 
anchor segments, practicing multi-format filming. 

• Film Noir: Craft a mystery story using high contrast lighting, shadows, and typical noir elements. This dives 
deep into genre-specific filmmaking. 

• Interview Series: Interview family members or friends about a specific topic. This can hone skills in 
documentary-style filmmaking and editing. 

• Reverse Action: Tell a story backwards. Begin with the end and conclude with the beginning, challenging 
narrative conventions. 

• The Changing Seasons: Document the change in seasons around your home, capturing small details. This 
could help in understanding nature's role in visual storytelling. 

• A Foreign Land: Use household items to build a set and pretend it's a foreign country or a fictional land. 
This stimulates imaginative world-building. 

• Match Cut Magic: Use match cuts to transition between scenes. This could be thematic, like a falling apple 
transitioning to a globe. 

• Monologue Film: Have a character deliver a compelling monologue. Focus on performance, camera angles, 
and lighting to evoke emotions. 



• Cinematic Trailer: For a book you love, or an original idea, create a movie trailer. This helps in distilling the 
essence of a story. 

• POV Film: Tell a story entirely from a first-person point of view. This challenges the conventional detached 
camera perspective. 

• Color Story: Choose a color and build a narrative around it. For instance, "Red" could involve love, anger, 
and other associated themes. 

• Dance Film: Choreograph a dance and film it, paying attention to how camera movements can complement 
or contrast the dance movements. 

• Photo Montage: Use a series of photographs to tell a story, adding voice-over, sound effects, or music to 
enhance the narrative. 

• Historical Recreation: Pick a historical event and recreate it, emphasizing accuracy and period-appropriate 
details. 

• Magic Realism: Blend fantastical elements into a mundane setting. This could challenge the integration of 
visual effects or creative camera tricks. 

• Abstract Expression: Instead of a narrative, go for mood or emotion. Use lighting, color, and sound to 
evoke a feeling rather than tell a straightforward story. 

• Public Service Announcement (PSA): Create a short film that informs or raises awareness about a 
contemporary issue. This hones the skill of conveying a message succinctly. 

• Virtual Tour: Take viewers on a tour of a specific location in your home or neighborhood, but give it a 
fictional, dramatic twist. 

• Dream Sequence: Craft a surreal, dream-like sequence using in-camera tricks, special effects, or unique 
editing techniques. 

• Voiceless Narrative: Use only ambient sound, music, and visuals. Remove dialogue entirely and see how 
well you can convey a story. 

• Transformation: Show the transformation of a person, place, or object over time. This could involve 
makeup, construction, painting, or even cooking. 

• Film Essay: Choose a topic you're passionate about and make a video essay. Combine narration, clips, and 
interviews to make your argument or explore the subject. 

• Genre Mashup: Combine two distinct genres (e.g., sci-fi and romance) to create a unique narrative. 
• Visual Poetry: Choose a poem and interpret it visually, using imagery and sound that resonates with the 

poem’s theme and mood. 
• Dynamic Duo: Focus on just two characters and their interaction. It could be comedic, dramatic, or 

anywhere in between. 
• Mimic a Master: Choose a renowned director and create a short film mimicking their signature style. 
• Unreliable Narrator: Craft a narrative where the main narrator is unreliable, leading to a twist that 

challenges the viewer's perception. 
• Ticking Clock: Build tension with a short film centered around a looming deadline or event. 
• Sensory Film: Focus on one of the five senses and create a short that centers on that experience. 
• Micro Documentary: Pick a small, often overlooked aspect of daily life and create a mini-documentary 

exploring its significance. 
• Slow Cinema: Inspired by directors like Tarkovsky or Tsai Ming-liang, craft a short with longer takes and 

meditative pacing. 
• Shadows and Silhouettes: Make a narrative focusing only on the play of shadows and silhouettes, 

eliminating facial expressions. 
• Mixed Media: Combine live-action with animation, drawings, or other formats to tell a layered story. 
• Epistolary Film: Tell a story using only letters, emails, or text messages shown on screen, perhaps with 

voiceovers. 
• Light Play: Explore the different moods and atmospheres that can be created with diverse lighting setups. 
• Hyperreality: Exaggerate reality. Create a world that's familiar yet heightened in some aspects, whether it's 

emotions, colors, or sounds. 



• Film Haiku: Use the structure of a Haiku (5-7-5 syllables) to craft a super-short film. 
• Single Prop Challenge: Choose one prop and build an entire narrative around it. 
• "One Word" Inspiration: Pick a single word (e.g., "whisper") and create a film inspired solely by that word. 
• Film Parody: Choose a popular film or genre and create a humorous parody of it. 
• Rotating Perspectives: Tell the same story from multiple viewpoints, changing the narrative slightly each 

time. 
• Travelogue: While staying at home, recreate a journey to a far-off land using props, costumes, and creative 

camera work. 
• Mirror Reflections: Use mirrors to play with perspective, duality, and introspection in your story. 
• Single Color Palette: Choose one color and use varying shades of it for every visual aspect of the film. 
• Doppelgänger Tale: Play with the idea of doubles or twins, delving into themes of identity and self-

reflection. 
• Evolving Set: Start with an empty set (like a room) and slowly fill it as the story progresses. 
• All in the Eyes: Focus on close-ups of eyes to tell a story, conveying emotions and reactions. 
• Dialogue-less Drama: Create tension and drama without any spoken words, relying purely on visuals and 

sound. 
• Unexpected Protagonist: Tell a story from the viewpoint of an unexpected character, like a pet or an 

inanimate object. 
• Fantasy Reality: Blend daily household chores or activities with fantastical elements, like mopping the floor 

with clouds. 
• Cinematic Dance: Choreograph a story told primarily through dance and movement. 
• Mood Shift: Start with a particular mood (e.g., comedy) and drastically shift to another (e.g., horror) by the 

end. 
• Time Capsule: Create a film that captures the essence of today's world, meant to be viewed by someone 50 

years in the future. 
• Rear Window Tribute: Inspired by Hitchcock's "Rear Window", make a story based on observations from a 

single window in your home. 
• One Emotion: Choose an emotion (e.g., nostalgia) and craft a story that embodies that feeling throughout. 
• Fast Forward: Tell a story in fast motion, exploring how pacing can change narrative and perception. 
• Loop Film: Design a film that loops perfectly, ending where it begins, creating an infinite narrative. 
• Sensory Overload: Use sound, visuals, and editing to overwhelm the viewer's senses, mimicking the feeling 

of being overwhelmed or anxious. 
• Binaural Beats: Use binaural beats and other auditory illusions to evoke specific feelings or sensations in the 

viewer.  This could be an excellent sound exercise if you have the ability to create them. 
• Dramatic Irony: Craft a narrative where the audience knows something crucial that the characters don’t, 

leading to tension. 
• Diary Entry: Create a visual representation of a diary or journal entry, adding layers to written words. 
• Toy Story: Use children's toys to create a narrative, exploring themes from innocence to conflict. 
• Reversed Roles: In a family setting, have children play adults and vice versa, delving into the humor and 

insights of role reversal. 
• Nature's Voice: Create a narrative where nature (trees, water, wind) is personified and has its own voice or 

perspective. 
• Tabletop Odyssey: Use a tabletop setup to create an epic journey, using miniature props and close-up 

shots. 
• Split Screen: Tell two simultaneous narratives using a split screen, exploring how they intersect or contrast. 
• A Day in Reverse: Chronicle a day in reverse order, leading to unique narrative challenges and insights. 
• Narrative in Numbers: Tell a story using only numbers and the significance behind them. 
• Sign Language Story: Craft a narrative where characters communicate only through sign language. 
• Metamorphosis: Showcase a transformation, whether it's a person changing attitudes, a caterpillar to a 

butterfly, or ice melting. 



• Cinematic Symphony: Use a classical piece of music and design visuals that synchronize with its crescendos, 
pauses, and rhythms. 

• Cyber Realm: Design a narrative set in a digital or virtual world, using graphics, animations, and screen 
recordings. 

• Through the Generations: Explore a narrative that spans multiple generations in a family, capturing shared 
experiences or contrasting viewpoints. 

• Mystery Box: Begin with a mysterious box (or object) and craft a story around its contents, significance, or 
origin. 

• Fading Memory: Visualize the act of forgetting, with visuals becoming blurrier, sounds becoming fainter, or 
colors fading. 

• Sound Story: Create a narrative using only sound effects and music. No visuals are allowed in 
this exercise, forcing focus solely on auditory storytelling. 

• Foley Artistry: Select a scene from a silent film, then recreate all the sound effects using foley 
techniques. This exercise teaches the practical skills needed for sound effect creation. 

• Ambient Soundscape: Record and design the ambient sound for a specific location, aiming to 
capture its unique auditory essence. The key here is to create a sense of place through sound 
alone. 

• Sound Symbolism: Create a short film where the sound design symbolizes the characters' 
internal states or broader themes within the narrative. 

• Audio Documentary: Create a short audio documentary on a topic of interest. This will involve 
recording interviews, narration, and ambient sound, then editing them together into a coherent 
narrative. 

• Audio Drama: Script and produce a short audio drama, paying attention to how sound effects, 
music, and dialogue work together to tell the story. 

• Diegetic to Non-Diegetic: Create a scene where the sound transitions from diegetic to non-
diegetic (or vice versa). For example, a character could be playing piano, and the music 
transitions into the film’s score. 

• Genre Sound Design: Select different genres (horror, comedy, thriller, etc.) and design sound 
for a specific scene that fits each genre's typical sound conventions. 

• Emotion through Sound: Pick an emotionally neutral scene and alter its mood entirely 
through sound design. Create different versions—e.g., one suspenseful, one melancholic, etc. 

• Synthesized Sounds: Create a short film or scene using only synthesized sounds, exploring the 
challenges and opportunities of digital sound design. 

• Reverb and Space: Explore how different reverb settings can change the perception of space 
in a film scene. 

• Sound Transition: Design smooth transitions between contrasting auditory environments, like 
from a quiet room to a bustling street. 

• Frequency Spectrum: Create a scene where the sound design explores the full frequency 
spectrum, from deep bass to high treble. 

• Genre Study: Direct short films in various genres to showcase versatility in storytelling and 
tone management. 

• Scene Re-creation: Pick iconic scenes from renowned films and recreate them. This exercise 
could demonstrate understanding and possibly the ability to add a unique twist. 

• One-Location Short: Create a compelling narrative confined to a single location, which 
showcases the ability to maintain interest and tension despite spatial limitations. 



• Monologue Film: Direct a short film focused around a monologue, showcasing the ability to 
work with actors to deliver powerful performances. 

• Script to Screen: Document the process of turning a script into a finished scene or short film, 
showcasing decision-making, problem-solving, and vision. 

• Director's Commentary: Provide commentary over a previously directed piece, explaining the 
decisions made and lessons learned. This could be a video or written document. 

• Character Study: Direct a short that delves deeply into a character's psychology or 
circumstance, displaying the ability to portray complex human conditions. 

• Experimental Narrative: Venture outside traditional narrative structures to create something 
unique, showcasing creative risk-taking. 

• Collaborative Project: Direct a project where each scene is a collaboration with different crew 
members or even other directors, showing the ability to work cohesively with others. 

• Real-Time Short: Direct a short film that unfolds in real-time, demonstrating the management 
of pacing and tension. 

• Silent Story: Direct a narrative without dialog, relying on visual storytelling, performance, and 
sound design to convey the story. 

• Minimalist Challenge: Direct a short with a minimal cast, crew, and equipment to showcase 
storytelling ability under constraints. 

• Non-Linear Narrative: Create a short film that utilizes a non-linear narrative structure, 
demonstrating mastery over complex storytelling techniques. 

• Rehearsal Documentation: Record and reflect on the rehearsal process for a scene or short 
film, demonstrating actor management and development of performance. 

• Adaptation Project: Adapt a short story or part of a novel into a screenplay, then direct it, 
showcasing the ability to transition narratives across mediums. 

• Historical Piece: Direct a short set in a distinct historical period, paying attention to accuracy 
and authenticity. 

• Visual Storytelling: Focus on conveying a narrative primarily through visual elements, 
minimizing dialogue. 

• Improvisational Piece: Direct a piece where actors largely improvise within a set narrative 
frame, showing the ability to guide performance and narrative in a fluid setting. 

• Casting Process: Document the casting process for a project, showcasing the ability to select 
and work with actors. 

• Technical Challenge: Direct a scene or short that involves complex technical elements such as 
stunts, special effects, or intricate choreography, showcasing the ability to manage complex set 
pieces. 

• Genre Exploration: Write short scripts in a variety of genres to demonstrate versatility and a 
broad understanding of genre conventions. 

• Adaptation: Choose a short story, a chapter from a book, or a historical event and adapt it 
into a screenplay, showcasing the ability to translate existing narratives into a screenplay 
format. 

• Dialogue Challenge: Write a short script that relies heavily on dialogue to convey the story 
and character relationships. 

• Visual Storytelling: Craft a script that tells a compelling story primarily through visuals and 
action, with minimal to no dialogue. 



• Character Study: Develop a short script that delves deeply into a character’s psyche, 
showcasing the ability to create complex, layered characters. 

• Non-linear Narrative: Write a screenplay that employs a non-linear timeline, demonstrating 
the ability to structure complex narratives. 

• Social Commentary: Create a script that addresses a social, political, or environmental issue, 
showcasing the ability to integrate themes into narrative storytelling. 

• Logline and Synopsis Crafting: Develop loglines and synopses for a variety of imagined films, 
showcasing the ability to encapsulate and sell story ideas succinctly. 

• Conflict Resolution: Write a script revolving around a central conflict and its resolution, 
showcasing understanding of dramatic tension and resolution. 

• Subtext Challenge: Craft a script where subtext carries the narrative, demonstrating the ability 
to write nuanced, layered dialogue and action. 

• Monologue Creation: Write a set of monologues for different characters facing different 
circumstances, showcasing the ability to voice distinct characters and emotions. 

• Treatment Writing: Develop treatments for a variety of film ideas, demonstrating the ability to 
outline and sell a story concept. 

• Rewriting Exercise: Take an existing script (self-written) and do a thorough rewrite to address 
feedback or identified weaknesses. 

• Collaborative Writing: Partner with another writer to co-write a script, showcasing the ability 
to collaborate and merge different writing styles. 

• Micro-short Scripts: Write a series of one to three-page scripts, each telling a complete story, 
demonstrating the ability to tell stories succinctly. 

• Historical Script: Write a script set in a distinct historical period, demonstrating the ability to 
research and integrate historical facts into storytelling. 

• Genre Editing: Edit a single scene in different genre styles (e.g., thriller, comedy, drama) to observe how 
editing choices can change the tone and pace. 

• Continuity Editing Exercise: Find a scene with continuity errors and edit it to correct them or, conversely, 
take a well-edited scene and introduce continuity errors to understand the importance of continuity in 
storytelling. 

• Music Video: Edit a music video using existing footage, focusing on matching the rhythm and mood of the 
music. 

• Silent Film: Edit a short silent film, focusing on visual storytelling and pacing without the aid of dialogue. 
• Documentary Editing: Gather footage and interviews on a topic and edit a short documentary, 

demonstrating the ability to shape narrative from unscripted material. 
• Sound Design Edit: Replace all sound in a scene with your sound design, focusing on how sound editing 

affects the feel and narrative of the scene. 
• Re-Edit: Take an existing scene from a movie and re-edit it to create a different mood, pace, or outcome, 

demonstrating the power of editing in storytelling. 
• Multi-Camera Editing: Edit a scene shot with multiple cameras, focusing on continuity and choosing the 

best angles to tell the story. 
• Trailer Creation: Edit a trailer for an existing movie or a fictitious one, focusing on encapsulating the story 

and creating interest in a short format. 
• Montage Creation: Create a montage sequence that conveys a passage of time or a change in emotional 

state, focusing on the visual storytelling aspect. 
• Color Grading Exercise: Color grade a scene to create a different mood or time of day, demonstrating 

understanding of color correction and grading in post-production. 
• Speed Ramping: Experiment with speed ramping to create tension, drama, or comedic effect in a scene. 



• Reaction Editing: Edit a scene focusing on reactions rather than actions, showcasing the importance of 
reactions in storytelling. 

• Text and Graphic Integration: Edit a video that incorporates text and graphics to convey additional 
information or narrative elements. 

• Cross Cutting: Edit a sequence that cross-cuts between two simultaneous events, creating tension and 
narrative cohesion. 

• Match Cut Exercise: Create a series of match cuts that form a coherent narrative or visual flow. 
• Comedic Timing Exercise: Edit a comedic scene focusing on timing to maximize comedic effect. 
• Narrative Voice-Over: Edit a narrative piece that incorporates voice-over, focusing on balancing visual and 

auditory storytelling. 
• Visual Effects Integration: Edit a scene that incorporates visual effects, focusing on seamless integration. 
• Editing to a Beat: Edit a sequence to match a specific music beat or rhythm, demonstrating the impact of 

music and rhythm in editing. 
• Split Screen Editing: Create a sequence using split-screen techniques to tell multiple narrative threads 

simultaneously. 
• Parallel Editing: Construct a narrative that runs parallel storylines, demonstrating how to maintain narrative 

clarity and tension. 
• Thematic Montage: Assemble a montage that conveys a thematic message or emotional tone, using a 

collection of seemingly unrelated footage. 
• Juxtaposition Editing: Edit together contrasting scenes or shots to create meaning or evoke emotional 

responses. 
• Experimental Editing: Explore unconventional editing techniques to create a unique, stylized narrative or 

visual piece. 
• Dialogue Editing: Work on a dialogue-heavy scene, ensuring clarity and coherence while maintaining 

natural rhythm and pacing. 
• Action Scene Editing: Edit an action sequence, focusing on clarity, continuity, and maintaining excitement 

and tension. 
• Audio Transition Exercise: Create smooth audio transitions between scenes, ensuring a coherent auditory 

flow. 
• Flashback and Flashforward: Edit a sequence incorporating flashbacks or flashforwards, showcasing a clear 

narrative transition between different timelines. 
• Rhythm and Pace Experimentation: Edit the same scene in various rhythms and paces to understand how 

different editing choices affect storytelling. 
• Multi-layered Narrative: Edit a narrative that involves multiple layers of storytelling (e.g., narrative within a 

narrative) maintaining clarity and engagement. 
• Scene Extension: Take a short scene and extend it by inserting cutaways, reactions, or additional action to 

change its pace or emphasis. 
• Sound Editing Challenge: Create a sequence where the sound editing dictates the pacing and rhythm of 

the visual cuts. 
• Transition Creation: Craft a variety of visual transitions that help tell the story or create a unique visual 

style. 
• Character Introduction: Edit a character introduction sequence that effectively establishes the character's 

personality, status, or dilemma. 
• Mood Transition: Edit a sequence that transitions from one mood to another (e.g., from suspense to relief, 

or happiness to sorrow) through visual and auditory cues. 
• Music Transition: Smoothly transition between different music tracks while maintaining a coherent mood or 

narrative flow. 
• Overlay and Blending Modes: Experiment with overlaying footage and using different blending modes to 

create a unique visual style or to convey a narrative element. 
 


